
SimuSage is a library of both visual and non-visual components which enables the creation of flowsheeting software 
for process simulation and optimization. Based on ChemApp, it permits the calculation of complex, multicomponent, 
multiphase chemical equilibria and their associated extensive property balances. What sets SimuSage as a 
component library apart from conventional process simulation programs is its full integration into a state-of-the-art 
software development environment. This enables you to not only interactively assemble a flowsheet, but to 
customize and control it in every possible aspect and detail. Flexible flowsheeting and rigorous thermochemistry in 
one tool!

Visual programming, optional coding: SimuSage fully 
supports the Rapid Process Modelling concept by 
making the assembly of your flowsheet a highly visual 
process. For simple flowsheets, virtually no 
programming is necessary. However, learning step by 
step how to add code to your SimuSage flowsheet 
gives you almost limitless flexibility.

Iterative, nested and counter-current processes: Far 
more than just allowing for simple loops over a 
temperature or composition range, SimuSage allows 
for iterative processes, nested loops, counter-current 
flows, and all types of flow control imaginable.

Widest range of thermochemical data available: All 
thermochemical databases for inorganic substances 
presently available for the integrated thermodynamic 
databank system FactSage can be used as source for 
simulation work with SimuSage. Just choose the 
appropriate database(s) in FactSage, define your 
chemical system, select the relevant phases and 
species, and extract a data-file for SimuSage.

Open to everything: Although your primary interests 
may lie with the thermochemical aspects, everything 
that you can imagine putting in code to augment your 
simulation can be added to SimuSage (e.g 
thermophysical properties, cost calculations). 

Full thermodynamics-based process modelling

The process modelling takes place via the 
development of a conceptual scheme of the process 
using the “unit operations” available in SimuSage. 
These are streams, stream splitters, mixers, equilibrium 
reactors and iterators. Build your entire model using the 
unit operations in basic configurations such as by-
passes or split equilibria (to include kinetic inhibitions 
into your process), or use recycle streams with (or 
without) internal equilibrium in order to handle output 
from one stage as input to a previous stage.

The SimuSage package is compatible both with DeplhiTM (Embarcadero) and Lazarus (freeware) development 
environments, which means that the final model is promptly available as a standard WindowsTM (Microsoft) 
executable application.

Figure 1. A by-pass using 
a stream splitter (S), an 
equilibrium reactor (EQ) 
and a mixer (M).

Figure 2. A split 
equilibrium using a 
stream splitter (S), two 
equilibrium reactors (EQ)
and a mixer (M).

Figure 3. An equilibrated 
recycle stream using a 
mixer (M), two 
equilibrium reactors (EQ) 
and a splitter (S).
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Figure 1. The initial model by Traebert et al. [1].

Figure 3. Bath composition by the 
LD-Sage model.

Figure 2. Final LD-Sage concept.

Even thought the initial model by Traebert et al. [1] had shown good 
agreement with literature results, it was not entirely suited for real process 
simulation. The kinectic restrictions modelled at first still had room for 
improvement. Therefore, a new concept has been developed taking into 
account an intermediate slag buffer reactor (S), Fig. 2, which is not in direct 
contact with metal. The slag buffer (S) plus the interface reactor (I) together 
represent more accurately the emulsion (metal-slag reaction) zone which 
was overestimated by the Traebert Model. In addition, residence times for all 
streams and reactors have been implemented in order to achieve a better 
fit with regard to the overall kinetics of a real LD Converter. The results of the 
LD-Sage Model (Fig. 3 and 4) show how complex processes can be 
understood much better using SimuSage!

The LD-Sage Model is the result of a 
successful application of SimuSage 
as a tool to model the LD-Converter 
reactor. In the development of the 
model, the critical step was to 
determine the local equilibria zones 
as accurate as possible. Thus the 
initial approach, by Traebert et al. 
[1] (Fig. 1), divided the reactor into 
four main sections: the hot spot, 
where the reaction between 
oxygen and iron melt takes place 
(hot spot reactor); the metal-slag 
reactor, where the conversion of the 
FeO from the hot spot with slag and 
melt droplets takes place; the metal 
bath reactor; and additionally a 
slag reactor, where the slag phase 
is only mixed.

LD-Sage Model

Recent Developments

Figure 4. Slag composition by the 
LD-Sage model.

Do you want to perform semi-
automatic process 

optimizations? That’s easy, just 
add an Optimizer component 

to your flowsheet! 

Good to know!
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